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Classification: Saffron Dry Gin

Alcohol Content: 45% by the vol.

Bottle size: 50cl.

Production method: AU 79 Gin is the result of the raw 
materials’ careful processing strictly selected by DiBALDO 
among the finest botanicals and essences used in 
perfumery, with production process that DiBALDO intends 
to keep secret, to protect the strong personality of this gin.

Organoleptic profile:  AU 79 Gin is an unmistakable Saffron 
scent to be worn on the palate.

Tasting notes: Gin AU 79 represents an ideal bridge 
between the citrusy aromas of the Mediterranean and the 
spicy aromas of the Silk Road. The aromatic chords are 
presented with the stimulating freshness of the top notes, 
then developing in a structural crescendo of the best 
Saffron stigmas in the world, giving depth and warmth 
to the aromatic bouquet, concluding with a very long 
finish in exotic notes that rediscovers the richness of the 
Mediterranean notes.
Top notes: Mediterranean winds.
Heart notes: oriental silk and Saffron pistils.
Base notes: very fine, they express a long intertwining 
between fresh and delicately spiced notes.

How to taste it: cold, smooth or mixed, for a Gin&Tonic 
we suggest mixing it with neutral tonics and a lot of ice, 
to allow AU 79 Gin express its aromatic chords in the best 
way possible.
Absolute in a food pairing.

Curiosity: the name of this gin derives from the symbol 
(AU) and the atomic number (79) of gold. The maximum 
naturalness of the raw materials used in the recipe means 
that, if exposed to the sun, the golden color of the gin loses 
its chromatic intensity. We therefore recommend storing it 
in a cool place away from direct sunlight.


